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Welcome to the May Issue

of Circonomy Loop  

It’s been an exciting month here at Circonomy as we've not only marked 
our place on the global stage but also expanded our team with passionate 

experts. Our CEO, Ryan Swenson, flew to the World Circular Economy 
Forum, showcasing our commitment on an international platform.



We’re also excited to welcome Meena Vivek, our new

Head of Circular Transformation - Property, who brings a fresh 

perspective to our innovative team. 

Back then, at WCEF 2019, the seeds for our transformative 
projects were sown when Yas met key collaborators from 
Officeworks for the first time. This encounter paved the way 
for innovative projects such as the "Surprise Chain" initiative, 
where we used rudimentary tools like Google Sheets to 
capture essential data on salvaged items. This project 
culminated in a pivotal Retail Rescue pop-up event in March 
2020, right before the global shutdown, diverting 98% of 
potential waste from landfills. 

This year, Ryan's engagement at WCEF wasn't just an 
attendance; it was a reaffirmation of our commitment to 
circular solutions. The discussions there were underpinned 
by striking data, underscoring the urgency of transitioning to 
a circular economy as a means to combat climate change.



For example, it's estimated that transitioning the built 
environment to circular practices could substantially reduce 
the 50% of global raw materials currently consumed in 
construction, making a significant dent in the 30% of 
Australia’s commercial building waste footprint. 

It's evident that innovative solutions like ours are not just 
beneficial but essential for sustainable development.



At Circonomy, we believe in the power of human stories and 
connections to foster change. Our journey from a simple 
pilot project to a leading voice in circular economy advocacy 
embodies our core mission: to transform not only materials 
but lives, through sustainable innovation that respects both 
people and planet.



Together, let’s continue to build on these foundations, 
turning every challenge into an opportunity to demonstrate 
the profound impact of our collective efforts on the world’s 
stage. 

- Yas & Ryan

From the desks 
of Yas & Ryan 

Welcome to the latest edition of the 
Circonomy Loop, where we continue our 
journey into integrating transformative circular 
economy practices into the property sector 
and beyond. 

Ryan recently returned from the World

Circular Economy Forum (WCEF) 2024 in 
Brussels, where global leaders highlighted

the built environment's critical role in climate 
action. His participation marks a significant 
continuation of a journey that began five

years ago in Helsinki.

Ryan with Australian Contingent to WCEF as part of Circular Australia

Yas at WCEF 2019 with Lisa Maclean

now the CEO from Circular Australia!

Yas Grigaliunas
Founder & Chief Evangelist

Ryan Swenson
Chief Executive Officer

The Future of Circular 
Asset Management 
Here at Circonomy, we're excited to introduce our exclusive circular asset

management platform, a key tool to help us revolutionise the way we understand 
assets. This system isn't just a tool; it's a game changer for asset management in de-fit 
and re-fit services. By creating a comprehensive digital asset register, this tool allows 
us and our clients to strategise sustainable de-fitting, manage construction and design 
projects more efficiently, and monitor the environmental impact of asset circularity.

The platform ensures that every piece of furniture, every fixture, contributes positively 
by extending its lifecycle and reducing carbon emissions.



Moreover, as we prepare for the Australian Government’s new Environmentally 
Sustainable Procurement Policy, set to reshape procurement practices from July

2024, Circonomy is poised to lead the charge. This policy mandates that projects 
above a certain threshold incorporate sustainable outcomes, aligning perfectly with 
our mission to redefine resource use in Australia.



This change is not just about compliance; it’s about leading a future remade in 
Australia. It’s about creating sustainable, high-quality jobs and proving that economic 
growth and environmental sustainability can go hand in hand.



For those interested in seeing our exclusive circular asset management tool in action 
and understanding how it can transform your asset management practices, we're 
offering exclusive demos. Contact us to learn how you can join the movement toward

a zero-waste future and make a tangible impact on both the planet & your bottom line. 

ai

Accelerating Impact

The Australian Government's latest policy and the Circular Economy 
Advisory Group's report set a solid foundation for meaningful progress. 
At Circonomy, we're poised to work alongside government and 
industry leaders to implement these strategies, driving the property 
sector towards a sustainable and economically robust future.



Our commitment is to practical solutions that deliver on the promise of 
a circular economy, ensuring that our actions today forge a sustainable 
legacy for Australia.

Yas - Founder & Chief Evangelist

Circonomy Welcomes

Meena Vivek
Head of Circular Transformation - Property

We're excited to announce Meena Vivek as our 
new Head of Circular Transformation - Property! 
Meena brings a wealth of experience in sustainable 
commercial fitouts and a deep commitment to 
environmental responsibility. 

Her leadership will be instrumental in transforming the built environment, a sector 
responsible for a significant portion of global resource use and carbon emissions

(37% globally, 25% in Australian fitouts). 



Under Meena's guidance, Circonomy will challenge traditional practices by promoting 
circular economy principles: minimising environmental impact through innovative 
reuse, refurbishment, and material recycling.

The Urgency of Circularity 
Meena's role addresses a critical need:

 Global carbon emissions hit a record high in 2023.

 Rising temperatures and extreme weather events demand immediate action.

 The World Circular Economy Forum emphasises embodied carbon reduction.

 Upcoming regulations, like the EU's net-zero requirement for new buildings, 

necessitate proactive approaches. 

Meena's expertise ensures Circonomy remains at the forefront of sustainable building 
practices, meeting evolving standards and leading the way towards a circular 
economy in the property sector.

Leveraging Technology & Innovation 
Meena's initiatives will also focus on leveraging technology to enhance the lifecycle 
management of assets, supporting our efforts to incorporate circular economy 
principles into our projects.  Innovation and new businesses are critical in driving the 
circular economy, along with access to funding that supports start-ups and scale-ups 
in this domain.
 

By collaborating with forward-thinking partners and embracing new technologies, we 
aim to make tangible progress in sustainable building practices, one project at a time.

Welcome Meena!
Please join us in welcoming Meena Vivek to the Circonomy family. Together,

we're committed to building a more sustainable and resilient future by reducing

our environmental impact and fostering a thriving circular economy in property. 

Founder &

Chief Evangelist


Yas Grigaliunas
General Manager


Sustainability Impact & Solutions


Meg Dennis
 Head of Circular


Transformation - Property


Meena Vivek

ISPT
255 Pitt Street, Sydney, NSW

ISPT has partnered with Circonomy

to make a positive impact by reducing 
waste sent to landfill through reuse, 
refurbishment, and repair. This project 
spanned across multiple floors, aiming to 
prolong existing furniture, with a rehoming 
strategy developed for goods no longer fit 
for purpose.  

2769

pieces of furniture 
moved

43

tonnes of carpet 
tiled reused

2

commercial 
kitchens donated

109

tonnes of materials 
diverted from landfill

Stockland
Eastlands, VIC

We partnered with Stockland to complete 
a food tenancy de-fit pilot project, aiming 
to rehome and divert quality resources 
from landfill. This project rehomed 
valuable fittings and equipment including 
a commercial kitchen to local community 
organisations to provide meaningful 
environmental and social impact.  

$13,455

worth of goods 
donated

1924kg

of kitchen fittings & 
equipment donated

660kg

of cabinet joinery 
repurposed

3590kg

of materials

recycled

$9,130 value

of furniture donated

75% of products

diverted from landfill

477 of items

recovered from site

Circonomy Archives

At Circonomy, community impact lies at the heart of

what we do - our circular initiatives are not just about 
sustainability but also about uplifting the most vulnerable 
in our community.



In collaboration with Mirvac, we embarked on a mission 
to rescue and rehome goods that would otherwise end 
up in a landfill.



We organised an event at our Brisbane facility where 
charities, not-for-profits, social enterprises, church 
groups, and educational institutions could select quality 
goods tailored to their needs. All these items were 
donated and delivered at no cost to them, directly 
benefiting their clients and communities.



These goods found new homes in local schools and 
community centres, supported organisations expanding 
into new locations, and provided essential aid to those 
combating poverty, homelessness, and social isolation. 

Explore the Full Scope

of Circonomy's Services 

Whether you're starting out or scaling up, Circonomy's suite of circular 
services propels your business towards a sustainable future. Our offerings 
are tailored to foster innovation, drive efficiency, and create lasting value:

Rebranding
Relabel & reintroduce goods with


an eco-conscious approach. 

Circular Knowledge
Educate teams to champion circularity.

Waste Reduction Metrics
Set and track sustainability benchmarks.

Collaborative Impact
Forge partnerships to strengthen circular efforts.

Community Service
Volunteer to drive meaningful change.

Strip Out Services
We carefully dismantle & repurpose, 

ensuring materials live on. 

Resource Salvaging
Every resource counts. We save and 
recycle, turning waste into worth. 

Custom Furnishings
Builds that tell a story of uniqueness & style. 

Renewed Office Furniture
Select from our range of chic, refurbished 

office essentials. 

Personalised Designs
Workspaces crafted to inspire productivity


& environmental responsibility. 

Refurbishment and Repair
Breathing new life into imperfectly perfect 

goods to extend their usability.

Resource Recovery
Salvaging materials to prevent landfill waste 

and minimize the use of virgin resources.

Post - Use Value
Ensure assets retain value after projects/events.

Offboarding
Transition assets at lifecycle's end. 

Circular Activation Sustainable De-fit & Re-fit

Circular

Asset Management

Repair, Refurbishment

& Recovery

United Nations Sustainable

Development Goals we cater to 


